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Abstract
Auditory Training (AT) describes a regimen of varied listening exercises designed to improve an individual’s
ability to perceive speech. The theory of AT is based on brain plasticity (the capacity of neurones in the central
auditory system to alter their structure and function) in response to auditory stimulation. The practice of
repeatedly listening to the speech sounds included in AT exercises is believed to drive the development of more
efficient neuronal pathways, thereby improving auditory processing and speech discrimination. This critical
review aims to assess whether auditory training can improve speech discrimination in adults with mild-moderate
SNHL. The majority of patients attending Audiology services are adults with presbyacusis and it is therefore
important to evaluate evidence of any treatment effect of AT in aural rehabilitation. Ideally this review would
seek to appraise evidence of neurophysiological effects of AT so as to verify whether it does induce change in
the CAS. However, due to the absence of such studies on this particular patient group, the outcome measure of
speech discrimination, as a behavioural indicator of treatment effect is used instead. A review of available
research was used to inform an argument for or against using AT in rehabilitative clinical practice. Six studies
were identified and although the preliminary evidence indicates an improvement gained from a range of AT
paradigms, the treatment effect size was modest and there remains a lack of large-sample RCTs. Future
investigation into the efficacy of AT needs to employ neurophysiological studies using auditory evoked
potentials in hearing-impaired adults in order to explore effects of AT on the CAS.
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1. Introduction
Auditory training (AT) is a term used to describe a prescribed regimen of listening exercises designed to improve
an individual’s ability to perceive speech sounds. Different views exist as to what AT should consist of
(Sweetow and Palmer, 2005) but at the centre of all approaches is the aim to enhance a patient’s communication
skills. There is a growing body of evidence showing the benefits of using AT in the rehabilitation of cochlear
implant patients (Stacey and Summerfield, 2007; Fu et al, 2005) and patients with central auditory processing
disorder (CAPD) (Musiek 2005, 2006; Chermak et al, 2002). Although these patient groups are important
candidates for AT, the focus of this review is on adults with mild-moderate sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL).
Deterioration in hearing with advancing age (e.g. presbyacusis) is one of the most prevalent conditions affecting
the adult population (Dalton et al, 2003). With life expectancy increasing, the number of people with hearing
impairment will continue to grow (Cohen et al, 2004; Betlejewski, 2006). The typical pattern of high frequency
hearing loss with presbyacusis results in a reduced ability to perceive speech particularly in background noise
(Burk and Humes, 2008; Crandell, 1998). Current models of aural rehabilitation for this patient group often seek
to remedy speech perception difficulties by fitting hearing aids to increase the signal to noise ratio but there is
evidence to suggest that this in itself is not enough (Wright, 2007; Kricos, 2006). Findings of poor patient
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satisfaction with hearing aids alone suggests that there needs to be a concentrated effort to examine other
avenues and even re-visit past practices such as AT (Pichora-Fuller and Singh, 2006; Sweetow, 2005).
Auditory training was once a popular element of aural rehabilitation for adults with hearing impairment (Musiek,
2006) but it’s use and popularity has declined over recent years due to the time-cost implications and a lack of
robust evidence on efficacy (Sweetow, 2005; Bloom, 2004). Research into AT’s application for patients with
CAPD and cochlear implants, along with recent advances in neurophysiological tools for measuring changes in
sensory processing pathways has led to an increased interest in how and for whom this intervention is of benefit
(Ahissar, 2001; Neuman, 2005).
1.1 Types of AT
The terms “analytic“ and “synthetic” are used in the literature to describe two broad approaches to Analytic
focuses on improving consonant/syllable recognition via listening drills and synthetic refers to a range of
exercises designed to improve sentence perception and tends to include some form of communication strategy
teaching (Rubinstein and Boothroyd, 1987). Some authors also use terms such as “listening training” (Tremblay
et al, 1997) or “perceptual training” (Stecker et al, 2006; Woods & Yund, 2007) to describe a process of AT.
Regardless of the terminology used, the listening tasks generally include lists of sentences, words or speech
syllables presented in noise (background babble). These exercises are then repeatedly listened to by patients
either at home via a computer-based programme or in clinic using live voice, tape recorded or computer-based
presentation. Despite the variety of AT paradigms described in the literature they are all designed with the same
objective of improving communication ability.
1.2 Theory of AT
The physiological theory underpinning AT is based on the capacity of the auditory cortex to reorganise itself in
response to sensory experience (Bamiou and Luxon, 2008). Plasticity in the brain enables neuronal pathways to
develop in direct response to environmental stimuli and although greater degrees of plasticity are apparent in
early life, this capacity for change is retained into adulthood (Tremblay et al, 1997; Russo et al, 2004). Just as
the CAS exhibits plasticity in response to stimulation, neuronal pathways also reorganise when there is deprived
auditory input e.g. with hearing loss (Kral, 2007). In typical presbyacusis, the high frequency response is
gradually reduced due to ‘wear and tear’ of the outer hair cells in the cochlea (Syka, 2002). These peripheral
changes lead to altered neuronal organisation in the auditory cortex due to diminished levels of input (Stecker et
al, 2006). Sensory deprivation research has found disruption of neurone maturation, limited dendrite branching
and reduction of auditory nerve fibres (Moore and Linthicum, 2007). Functional imaging studies by Dietrich et
al (2001) and McDermott et al (1998) have also revealed different frequency maps in the auditory cortex of
subjects with SNHL and normal-hearing individuals, indicating cortical change in response to reduced auditory
input (Recanzone et al, 1993).
Evidence of sensory deprivation with hearing loss needs to be addressed in models of patient rehabilitation.
Whilst amplification can partially compensate for cochlear deficits by increasing sensory input, the actual
process of repairing auditory processing pathways to aid speech perception is thought to require a different level
of stimulation (Stecker et al, 2006; Neuman, 2005). The repeated and varied listening tasks of AT are argued to
provide the stimulation required to promote ‘re-normalisation’ of a deprived CAS and therefore should be used
to rehabilitate these patients (Tremblay et al, 1997; Stecker et al, 2006; Sweetow and Henderson-Sabes, 2004).
1.3 Support for theory
Support for the plasticity theory of AT can be found in neurophysiological studies that have used auditory
evoked potentials (AEPs) to demonstrate training-induced change in the auditory cortex (Tremblay et al, 1997;
Tremblay and Kraus, 2002; Russo et al, 2004). Measurements of the N1-P2 complex and mis-match negativity
(MMN) cortical evoked potentials have been used to show that AT can alter the neural encoding of sound in
normal-hearing individuals. The MMN is thought to reflect processes involved in stimulus discrimination whilst
the N1-P2 complex reflects pre-attentive stimulus encoding and are therefore useful tools for examining
processing in the auditory cortex (Neuman, 2005). Studies by Tremblay et al (1997) and Tremblay and Kraus
(2002) have revealed increases in AEP amplitude after a period of AT suggesting improved neural synchrony in
the auditory processing pathway. Improved speech discrimination measures obtained in the same participants are
believed to represent the behavioural effect of training-induced change in the CAS. Although this evidence
provides support to the basic premise of AT, these studies only used small numbers of normal-hearing
individuals which limits generalisation of findings to the hearing impaired population.
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2. Objectives
The primary research question addressed here is: Does auditory training improve speech discrimination in
hearing-impaired adults? Rationale for the clinical question posed by this review stems from the need to examine
whether AT should be implemented by Audiology services.
3. Methods
3.1 Inclusion criteria for studies
This review considered the following research methodologies for inclusion: systematic reviews, randomised
controlled trials (RCTs), and non-randomised observational case-control studies. Studies that examined the
outcome effects on adult participants with hearing impairment (mild-moderate SNHL) were included with older
adults (over 50 years old) being the main focus. Studies considered were those that assessed auditory training (or
“perceptual training” and “listening training”) either with or without comparison to a control group. A range of
auditory training formats were included: syllable tasks, nonsense word lists, sentences, exercises in noise and in
quiet, verbal exercises in clinic, generic computer-based software training packages for home or in-clinic use and
listening exercises combined with communication strategy training.
3.2 Outcome measures
The outcome measures of primary interest included patient performance after AT on tasks that assessed: speech
discrimination, speech perception, speech comprehension or syllable identification. Secondary outcome
measures included any assessment of improved speech discrimination performance at patient follow-up as an
indicator of the permanence of any treatment effect. Outcome measures of subjective improvement were also
considered.
3.3 Search strategy
A multifield search strategy (“search 1”) was used to specify the intervention of interest and the patient groups to
be excluded from the search. A broader keyword search (“search 2”) was also used to identify evidence that
evaluated AT but had not specified it in the study title (see table 1). The following databases were searched:
AMED (Allied and Complementary Medicine), EMBASE (biomedical database) and MEDLINE–1950 to
present (National Library of Medicine's bibliographic database).
3.4 Inclusion/Exclusion criteria
The 52 papers identified from the search were examined for relevance to the clinical question using a set of
inclusion and exclusion criteria. Studies that met the following inclusion criteria were selected for appraisal: 1)
AT used as intervention, 2) participants were adults with mild-moderate SNHL (male or female), 3) participants
were new, experienced or non-hearing aid users, 4) outcome measures of speech discrimination were employed
and 5) study design was analytic rather than descriptive.
Papers were excluded from the review if the intervention, patient group or outcome measures were not relevant
to the clinical question (table 2). One paper by Martin (2008) investigated a commercial AT software package
called LACE: Listening and Auditory Communication Enhancement (Sweetow and Henderson-Sabes, 2004).
Despite being the largest study (n = 625) it was excluded due to non-relevant outcome. Martin (2008) used an
ambiguous measure of ‘rate of hearing aid return’ in a private clinic setting as an indicator of AT benefit without
evaluation of speech discrimination or consideration of confounding factors.
The inclusion and exclusion criteria yielded 6 studies for further appraisal. An overview of this process can be
found in figure 1
3.5 Assessment of study quality
Selected studies were assessed for strength of evidence and appropriateness to the clinical question. The internal
and external validity of each study was appraised using the following criteria:
Methodology (weighting given to more robust experimental design)
Quality of randomisation (if used)
Inclusion of blinding (participants and/or experimenters)
Presence or absence of a control group for comparison of intervention effect
Size of study – number of participants (more value given to larger studies)
Selection procedure of participants – risk of bias?
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Relevance of participants to the focus population - typical patient group or potential bias?
Consideration of confounding variables
Quality and relevance of outcome measures
Examination of long-term outcomes from auditory training
Suitable data analysis
Were the study objectives met?
4. Results
4.1 Research methods
The selected studies included 1 systematic review, 2 randomised-controlled trials, and 3 non-randomised
observational case-control trials comparing patients before and after-treatment. A summary of the intervention,
patient group, outcome measure, key findings and main criticisms of the 6 studies are outlined in table 3.
Participants used in all studies were adults with symmetrical bilateral SNHL. All studies included ‘older
listeners’ of an average age range of 50-80 years apart from Bode and Oyer (1970) who used a younger
demographic with ages from 21-60 years (median of 44 years old). The degree of SNHL was mild-moderate as
determined by pure tone audiometry threshold and all participants had sloping high frequency SNHL typical of
presbyacusis.
The auditory training paradigms used in the studies varied in terms of the stimuli used and the way in which it
was presented. Two studies compared analytic and synthetic approaches (Kricos and Holmes, 1996; Rubinstein
and Boothroyd, 1987) whilst the others investigated a version of analytic training or a combination of the two.
The training stimuli used in the studies were presented to participants either via a computer-based package at
home or in clinic (2 studies used this format), tape-recorded materials presented in a laboratory setting (2
studies), or live voice presentation of training material (1 study). All were presented in background noise.
A range of outcome measures were used in the 6 studies. All used some form of speech recognition measure in
noise (syllable or sentence) but some used open and closed-set response formats whilst others used commercially
available measuring tools such as the CUNY NDT test (City University of New York Nonsense Syllable Test)
(Rubinstein & Boothroyd, 1987). Despite the difference in methods, all studies aimed to use the measures to
expose change in baseline performance between pre and post-training scores. Any significant change from
baseline was hypothesised to represent a treatment effect.
4.2 Reported results for primary and secondary outcomes
A range of outcomes were reported in the selected studies. With regards to the primary outcome of improved
speech discrimination, all studies reported a degree of improvement in measures recorded post-training, although
the effect size and AT format varied. Secondary outcomes of interest to the review included findings of
long-term retention of treatment effect. Burk and Humes (2008) measured retention of improved speech
recognition up to 14 weeks after a 12-week training programme and found slight decline but no significant
change in performance. This study used a brief “refresher” to demonstrate that a short period of AT enabled
participants to reach their maximum score and therefore suggests not only a retention of effect but also a faster
capacity to return to peak performance. Rubinstein and Boothroyd (1987) also found retention of AT effect at
one month follow-up and Stecker et al (2008) showed improved syllable identification was maintained 8 weeks
after training ceased.
The Kricos and Holmes (1996) study was the only one to measure any subjective improvement from AT. They
found that a 4 week programme (individual 1 hour session twice a week) resulted in improved scores on the
Communication Profile for the Hearing Impaired (CPHI). The CPHI questionnaire is designed to assess
psychosocial status of a patient and can be a useful indicator of how a patient perceives and copes with their
hearing loss in daily life. No significant change was reported on the Hearing Handicap Inventory for the Elderly
(HHIE) measure.
4.3 Systematic review findings
The systematic review by Sweetow and Palmer (2005) appraised 6 studies (dating from 1970 to 1996) for
evidence of improved communication skills in hearing impaired adults and concluded that findings indicate
efficacy of AT as an intervention but no single AT format could be highlighted as the best. Three of the studies
appraised were RCTs and three were before/after effect trials with no controls. Three of the studies used were
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also selected by the present review for more detailed analysis: Bode and Oyer (1970), Rubinstein and Boothroyd
(1987) and Kricos and Holmes (1996).
Systematic reviews can provide the highest level of evidence but still need assessing for quality to determine
whether the results of the review are valid. Sweetow and Palmer (2005) used clear and relevant objectives in
which to critically evaluate the evidence-base to support their clinical question. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
were fully described and enabled the identification and synthesis of appropriate studies to draw conclusions of
AT efficacy. Two RCTs reviewed by Sweetow and Palmer used audio-visual interventions which although were
excluded from the current review, can still be used to demonstrate overall effects of AT.
A major weakness of this paper is in the limited appraisal made on the validity of statistical analysis used by the
included studies. The description and comment made by the author’s on this aspect is restricted to whether
studies included a power calculation. Although a power calculation is important when determining the
appropriateness of a sample size, more information is needed if an accurate judgement can be made on the
quality of data analysis. Despite this limitation, the quality of other aspects of this paper means that confidence
can be placed in the review’s findings of AT efficacy.
4.4 Randomised controlled trial findings
The RCT by Stecker et al (2006) used two experiments to evaluate an 8 week PC based syllable AT paradigm in
a group of new hearing aid users (n=23) and a group of experienced hearing aid users (n=8). Participants in both
experimental groups were randomly assigned to either an immediate training (IT) or a delayed training (DT)
group. The DT group acted as the control. Results from syllable identification in noise tests showed a significant
improvement in performance in both experimental groups which was retained at 8 week follow-up.
In the IT new hearing aid user group speech discrimination improved by 10.6% from baseline which was
statistically significantly greater than the 6% improvement found from hearing aid fitting alone (DT control
group). The DT group also showed improved performance once training commenced, indicating that significant
change in baseline score was achieved even when training was completed 8 weeks after hearing aid fitting.
Improved performance was found to generalise to measures using untrained (e.g. new voices) but no measures of
running speech were used. Greater accuracy was found for difficult phonemes (f / th /) after AT in all
experimental groups.
Kricos and Holmes (1996) used a 4 week programme (1 hour session, twice a week) to compare a purely
analytic approach (structured syllable drills) to an active listening paradigm in a sample of 78 adults with SNHL.
Although the author’s do not use the term ‘synthetic’, the active listening paradigm they illustrate can be suitably
described as this, with a combination of listening drills (“speech tracking”) and communication strategy training.
Three outcome measures were used to assess change in speech discrimination and subjective quality of life. The
Connected Speech Test (CST) scores showed easier speech recognition in noise after training (p<0.05) for the
active listening group but not for the analytic intervention. The CPHI questionnaire showed significant
improvement in several subscales, but of note no significant change was detected by the HHIE.
The major strength of these studies is that they are RCTs with Kricos and Holmes (1996) using a ‘no-training’
control group (n=26) and Stecker et al (2006) a ‘delayed training’ group. Any significant change in baseline
performance after training can therefore more confidently be attributed to the effect of AT rather than
confounding factors. The randomisation of participants reduces bias, increasing the likelihood that findings are a
true reflection of the effects of the intervention. The actual description of how participants were randomised was
poor. Kricos and Holmes explain that random allocation was done on a ‘rotating basis’ without further
explanation whilst Stecker et al offer no procedural detail. This makes it difficult to evaluate the quality of study
methodology. Another weakness is the lack of blinding, making it difficult to confidently eliminate any
experimenter or participant bias involved in allocation of participants to the treatment and control groups. A
further problem with the study by Stecker et al (2006) is that it only had male participants. This may cause
concern about applying the findings to a mixed-sex patient group, but no significant sex-differences have been
identified in the other mixed-sex studies.
In addition to the use of control groups and randomisation, strengths of the two RCT studies can be found in the
thorough and appropriate analysis of data they describe. Both studies used analysis of variance tests to determine
the statistical significance of changes in outcome measures and to reveal any interaction effects on results.
Kricos and Holmes (1996) checked for the effect of confounding variables such as stroke, dementia and sight
whilst Stecker et al (2006) analysed correlations between factors such as age, number of hours training and type
of hearing aid. The use of statistical tests to examine the impact of confounding variables increases confidence in
findings being a true representation of actual intervention effect. The large sample size used by Kricos and
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Holmes (n=78) also increases the statistical power of the data sets used in the study. If a larger number of
subjects demonstrate a statistically significant change in performance after AT, then this provides a better
representation of potential intervention effect on the wider population.
4.5 Non-randomised case-control study findings
The 3 case-control trials reviewed here found evidence of AT efficacy with improved speech discrimination after
training. Bode and Oyer (1970) examined the effect of 4 variations of AT paradigm (speech in noise varied or
constant and open or closed-set response format) in 32 adults with mild SNHL over a 1 day training programme
with no follow-up. Three speech recognition tests were used to examine treatment effect: (1) W-22 test where
the participant is required to repeat verbally the word they heard in background noise (2) Rhyme test which
required a written response from lists of word stems (e.g. __ot, __ay) and (3) Semi-diagnostic test where patients
circle the correct response from a closed set word list. T-tests comparing the results before and after training
showed a significant improvement in speech recognition performance of 7.7% on the W-22 (p<0.01) and 3.5%
on the Rhyme (<0.05) but none on the semi-diagnostic test.
A small but significant effect on speech recognition was also found in the non-randomised study of Rubinstein
and Boothroyd (1987) that compared the efficacy of synthetic versus a combined analytic and synthetic approach
in 20 adults with SNHL. The synthetic-only paradigm consisted of listening practice and discussion whilst the
combined intervention also included consonant drills. The training programme consisted of 8x1 hour sessions
over 4 weeks and a measure of long-term benefit was obtained 4 weeks post-training. Three tests of speech
recognition were used: CUNY nonsense syllable test, revised speech perception in noise (RSPIN) low
predictability items and RSPIN high predictability items. The study used a 4 week run-in period as a control
prior to starting the intervention. Results showed improved performance when compared to scores obtained after
the control period (p<0.01) which was retained at the 1 month follow-up. No significant difference was found
between the two AT approaches or outcome test used.
Support for efficacy of an analytic approach to AT was also found by Burk and Humes (2008) who found
improved open and closed-set word recognition performance in noise after 12 weeks (20-24 hours) of PC-based
training on word and sentence stimuli. Stimuli consisted of lexically easy (high in daily occurrence) and lexically
hard (low frequency) words and open and closed word-set recognition tests were used to assess change in
performance Participants were measured at baseline, then again at a mid-way point after 9-11 sessions of hard
word training and then again after the final 9-11 sessions of easy word training. Retention of benefit was
assessed at 14 weeks post-training. Training on hard words showed a significant 47.4% (p<0.001) improvement
with the open-set response test and 16.4% (p<0.001) in the closed-set condition. Baseline scores for the easier
closed-set response format (where multiple choice options are given) were higher than the open-set which can
explain the difference in degree of improvement. The sessions on easy word training yielded similar results with
40.4% (open-set) and 17.2% (closed-set). This improved performance was found to generalise to recognition
with words spoken by an unfamiliar talker but not to untrained words spoken in running speech.
Two of the studies assigned participants to treatment groups based on a system of matching patient variables to
create similar and therefore comparable subject groups. Variables used by Bode and Oyer (1970) and Rubinstein
and Boothroyd (1987) included patient age, intelligence, duration of hearing loss, average pure-tone thresholds
and duration of hearing aid use. Although this controlled matching of cases is not as strong at eliminating bias as
a blinded RCT design, this process does limit within and between group variability and therefore reduces the
effect of confounding factors on results.
A fundamental weakness of these studies is the lack of a control group. It is difficult to confidently attribute
change in baseline performance to the intervention of AT without the use of some form of no-treatment control
group. The only study which attempted to provide a suitable comparison group was that of Rubinstein and
Boothroyd (1987) who took performance measures after a period of no-training so that subjects could then act as
their own control. Although not ideal, this ‘pseudo-control’ method is better than having no group to compare to
the experimental condition.
The quality of data analysis varied between these three studies. Both the Bode and Oyer (1970) and Burk and
Humes (2008) studies used t-tests to calculate significant differences between the pre and post-training scores.
Bode and Oyer described the statistical analysis in detail and used a larger sample size to obtain significant
results whereas Burk and Humes only provide a sparse description of data handling and used a small sample of 8
subjects. Bode and Oyer (1970) and Rubinstein and Boothroyd (1987) performed analysis of variance tests to
monitor whether exposure to different combinations of listening condition, training material or outcome test
influenced results. This statistical analysis enabled the authors to draw stronger conclusions about treatment
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effects detected due to elimination of potential confounding factors. The lack of analysis of variance used in the
study by Burk and Humes, along with the small study sample reduces confidence in whether the significant
improvement observed can be reliably attributed to the intervention effect of AT. A concern with the data
analysis in Rubinstein and Boothroyd’s study is that one participant dropped out of the study before the final
session and rather than removing this data set from analysis, the authors opted to use ‘dummy’ data based on
previous performance for statistical appraisal.
The length of training programme used ranged from a 1 day intensive training (Bode and Oyer) to 12 weeks
(Burk and Humes). Although this review considered all formats of AT, the short programme used by Bode and
Oyer (5 x 25 minute sessions in one day) limits the applicability of this evidence to clinical practice. The authors
explain that the original aim was to assess AT over a 6-10 week period but due to lack of enthusiasm from
participants it was changed to 1 day. They were therefore also not able to look at long term outcomes.
A frequent concern with trials relates to recruitment and maintenance of motivation of study participants. In
these studies where the intervention requires a high level of active participation, more motivated participants
may achieve more than the potentially less motivated clinic patient. One study (Burk and Humes, 2008) however
added to this bias by paying participants not only to attend but also providing a performance bonus.
5. Discussion
This critical appraisal has shown methodological weaknesses in study design and execution to some extent in all
studies included in this review. Conclusions drawn from the uncontrolled trials have to be made with caution, in
particular the study by Burk and Humes (2008). The relevance of the findings from Bode and Oyer (1970) is
questionable given their intervention and lack of long term outcomes. Focusing therefore on the controlled trials,
the Rubinstein and Boothroyd study and the two RCTs did show statistically significant improvements. This was
however limited to specific AT techniques and outcome measures. The statistical significance of the results does
not necessarily mean they are clinically significant. For example, two subjective measures of hearing disability
were used by Kricos and Holmes but only one showed a positive result. This brings into question whether there
is indeed a clinical improvement to a patient’s quality of life.
The evidence-base is encouraging but in its infancy with more required before AT can be recommended as part
of aural rehabilitation for adults with presbyacusis. Future studies need to establish clinically relevant outcome
measures potentially combined with physiological measurements to assess the benefits of AT. Ideally trials
should also assess the different types of AT and identify which patients are likely to benefit most. Finally a cost
effectiveness study would need to demonstrate benefit prior to routine clinical use.
5.1 Greater consensus in research approach needed
Kricos and Holmes (1996) propose that the modest effect sizes found in research may be because of ineffective
or insensitive outcome measures and argue the importance of working towards a more unified approach to AT
research. The heterogeneity found in the current evidence-base (different AT materials, sample size, outcome
measures) makes it difficult to draw direct comparisons between studies and makes little progress in determining
which AT paradigm is most effective (Sweetow and Palmer, 2005). A consensus needs to be reached on which
outcome measures should be used to detect change in speech discrimination, so that future investigation into AT
formats can directly compare findings between studies. With a more unified approach, the existing gaps in
evidence can be filled with investigation into the optimum number and type of words to use, length of training
program, number of talkers and mode of presentation (Burk et al, 2006; Sweetow, 2005; Wright, 2007).
The importance of developing and using clinically relevant outcome measures in future research is highlighted
by the findings of Burk and Humes (2008). Improved speech perception was found on tests that assessed word
and sentence recognition but not on the more realistic tests of running speech. This type of test could represent a
more clinically significant measure and until research adopts a set of more realistic ‘conversation’ measures, the
evidence-base will fall short in convincing sceptics of AT benefit.
5.2 Neurophysiological studies
Due to a lack of neurophysiological studies on this particular patient group, evidence of underlying plasticity and
the influence of AT can only be extrapolated from studies on normal-hearing individuals (Russo et al, 2005;
Tremblay et al, 1997). It is therefore difficult to interpret the genuine effect of AT because it is not yet fully
understood how the behavioural measures of improved speech perception come about. Is it actual reorganisation
of the neuronal pathways in the CAS or are the positive findings reflecting a therapeutic effect or some learning
process? (Stacey and Summerfield, 2007). The evidence required to answer this question can only be obtained
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from research that combines neurophysiological and behavioural measures to study the brain-behavioural
relationship of AT in this patient group (Tremblay and Kraus, 2002).
Advances in ability to measure activity in the auditory system in response to sound stimulation (via auditory
evoked potentials and functional brain imaging techniques) means that the future of research should adopt these
methods to reflect the physiological effect that AT has on the CAS of hearing impaired individuals (Neuman,
2005). It seems strange that at the core of AT is the theory of how is can drive CAS plasticity, yet research so far
has not used the methods required to evaluate this theory in the relevant patient group (English et al, 2003).
5.3 Further examination on patient characteristics
There are findings to suggest that patient factors can influence the degree of AT gain observed and presents the
need for more detailed examination (Sweetow and Palmer, 2005). Stecker et al (2006) found that the
performance of older participants on a nonsense syllable test was significantly poorer than younger participants
but that the degree of improvement from pre to post-training was generally greater in the older group (although
not statistically significant). These findings raise questions about the possible impact of patient age (and other
factors) on amount of AT benefit and therefore needs addressing in future.
5.4 Implementation issues
Unfortunately there is not enough evidence to reach a consensus on how to apply this intervention which limits
the application of this evidence to clinical practice. Without robust evidence advocating the use of one AT
approach over another, problems will be encountered when implementing change to Audiology services that are
already pushed for resources (Bloom, 2004). No conclusive evidence exists on which individual AT paradigm is
most effective for this patient group (Sweetow and Palmer, 2005). There is, however, a trend suggesting that
greater benefit can be found when AT programmes combine the analytic listening drills with the more general
communication skills training offered by the synthetic approach (Rubinstein and Boothroyd, 1987; Kricos and
Holmes, 1996). Using AT to encourage the development of wider communication skills in conjunction with the
fitting of hearing aids could therefore offer the most comprehensive and effective approach to rehabilitation
(Sweetow, 2005; Wright, 2007).
The importance of using a treatment approach that goes beyond the fitting of amplification is not a new idea,
with today’s literature on aural rehabilitation promoting the importance of including counselling, communication
strategies, psychosocial impact assessment and involvement of significant others for more successful outcomes
(Hogan, 2001; Tye-Murray, 2004; Alpiner and McCarthy, 2000). Despite the lack of consensus on what AT
programme to implement, evidence of greater benefits of AT over the fitting of amplification on its own and the
findings of long-term benefits can be used to support the introduction of AT exercises as part of a broader
approach to rehabilitation (Burk and Humes, 2008; Rubinstein and Boothroyd, 1987; Stecker et al, 2008).
5.5 Future Directions
The development of computer-based packages has brought rise to the prospect of delivering AT via a self-paced
programme suitable for home-use (Burk and Humes, 2008; Bloom, 2004). These training packages could
potentially overcome the time-cost barrier to implementing AT clinical rehabilitation practice. Several soft-ware
packages have been developed for commercial use in the United States such as the McAid and LACE (Sweetow
and Henderson-Sabes, 2004). Although these packages have not been specifically reviewed here they may prove
useful in stimulating the design of a free AT programme for home or clinic use. Although potentially valuable
for the overall promotion of AT, these computer packages wont be suitable for all patients and will depend on
patient capability (sight, dexterity) and motivation (Bloom, 2004). Developments in methods of access to
Auditory Training materials have been made ahead of evidence establishing their effectiveness
6. Conclusion
This review has found promising signs within the evidence-base supporting the use of auditory training in the
rehabilitation of adults with presbyacusis. There are however methodological weaknesses and a lack of
statistically significant clinically relevant outcomes. The evidence-base is limited to small uncontrolled studies
and two RCTs. They reported some statistically significant improvements in outcome but these were modest.
Rather than being able to change practice the current evidence-base should be used as a platform to stimulate the
future direction of AT investigation through recognition of past methodological flaws and gaps in research.
There is potential for including newer techniques both within AT (e.g. computer-based packages) and in
assessing its effect through neurophysiological measurements. At present one cannot conclusively say that
auditory training improves speech discrimination in hearing impaired adults.
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Table 1. Search strategy 1 and 2 used to identify evidence for review
Action

Terms & Rationale

Hits

SEARCH 1
Multifield search

Specification of the intervention and patient groups not interested in

Search terms used

auditory training (title) OR perceptual training (title)
OR listening training (title)
NOT cochlear implant$ (title) NOT child$ (all fields) NOT
infant$ (all fields)

Limits

“English language” and “human”

59

Remove duplicates

Checks and removes duplicate records

42

SEARCH 2
Advanced search

Keyword search for relevant studies without “Auditory Training” in
title

Search terms used

203

auditory training (keyword)
AND

170276

adult$ (title)
Limits

“English language” and “human”

19

Remove duplicates

60

12
TOTAL hits from Search 1 and 2

54

2 x duplicates removed

52
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Table 2. Summary of exclusion criteria
Reason for exclusion

Number excluded

Intervention used
(audio-visual format, simulated speech)

5

Patient group used
(children, cochlear implant users, normal hearing participants, profoundly deaf patients,

15

visually-impaired individuals, stroke/brain damaged patients, APD patients)
Outcome measure used
(rate of hearing aid return, language learning, sound transmission)

1
15

Combination of unsuitable intervention, patient group & outcome measure
Descriptive (editorial comment rather than research)

9

Extension (of another study – not new evidence)

1
Total excluded

46

Table 3. Overview of studies included in this review
Study

Methodology

Intervention

Outcome

Results

Criticisms

Measures
1. Bode &

Non-randomised

Oyer (1970)

observational case

5 x 25min training

Speech

Improved speech

No control group,

control

sessions over 1 day

discrimination pre &

discrimination from

not randomised, not

- two listening

post training

training found with

blinded, no

N = 32 adults with

conditions & two

3 tests used:

the W-22 and

follow-up for

mild SNHL

response formats (open

CID W-22

Rhyme tests

long-term effects,

assigned to 4

v’s closed set)

Rhyme test

☺

training all on 1 day

Semi-diagnostic test

matched groups

2. Burk &
Humes

Non-randomised

Word & sentence

Open & closed-set

Improvement with

No control group,

(2008)

observational case

stimuli (lexically hard

word recognition

trained words-

not randomised, not

control

and easy) presented in

performance in noise

generalised to

blinded, small study

noise via computer

unfamiliar talker.

group, participants

N = 8 adults with

through insert

Retained for 14

paid and offered

mild-moderate

headphones over 20-24

weeks

bonus incentives –

SNHL

sessions

Holmes

RCT (3 groups:

2 approaches – analytic

Measures of: speech

Active listening

Randomisation

(1996)

control, analytic

AT (syllable drills)

recognition, hearing

group showed

process not blinded,

training & active

versus active listening

handicap perception

significant

no measure of

listening)

training (linguistic &

& psychosocial

improvement. No

long-term benefit

situational cues)

function

effect found for

☺

bias?

3. Kricos &

☺

N = 78 adults with

2x1 hour sessions over
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SNHL

4 weeks

& Boothroyd

Non-randomised

2 training approaches:

3 tests of speech

Small significant

Small study,

(1987)

observational case

synthetic approach

recognition:

improvement in

subjects acted as

control

(consonant recognition)

- CUNY NST

speech recognition

own control – no

4.Rubinstein

☺

in both training

‘no-treatment’

N = 20 adults with

& synthetic+ analytic
approach (consonant

- low predictability

paradigms (retained

control group, not

mild-moderate

recognition + sentence

items of RSPIN

after 1 month)

randomised

SNHL assigned to 2

perception)

matched groups

- high predictability
(8 x 1 hour training

items of RSPIN

sessions over 4 weeks)

5. Stecker et
al (2006)

☺

RCT (Initial &

Perceptual training of

Syllable

Significant

Small study, only

delayed training

syllables (PC based)

identification

improvement in

male participants,

performance in noise

syllable

participants paid –

on nonsense syllable

identification in

potential bias,

test (NST)

both experimental

randomisation

groups (retained

process not blinded

group)
– 1 hour/day for 5
Experiment 1:

days each week for total

New HA users

8 weeks

(N = 23)

after 8 weeks)

Experiment 2:
Experienced HA
users (N = 8)

6. Sweetow
& Palmer

Systematic Review

(2005)

☺

(6 studies reviewed)

Clinical question aimed

Communication

Some evidence of

Limited appraisal of

to assess the efficacy of

skills

efficacy – but

statistical analyses

individual AT on

evidence-base not

used, included

communication skills of

robust enough

studies that used

adults with hearing

audio-visual

impairment

material

Key to abbreviations: SNHL = sensorineural hearing loss; CID W-22 = Central Institute for the Deaf Word List 22; AT =
auditory training; CUNY NDT = City University of New York Nonsense Syllable Test; RSPIN = Revised Speech Perception
in Noise; HA = Hearing Aid; RCT = Randomised Controlled Trial; ☺ = support for AT
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Studies identified from search potentially relevant to clinical question:
identified studies with
Intervention: auditory training OR
perceptual training OR listening training
Patient group: adults
n = 52

Detailed review of studies
relevant studies retrieved for more
detailed assessment
n=8

Exclusion of studies:
reasons for exclusion included:
intervention, participants or outcome
measures not suitable for answering
clinical question
n = 45

Exclusion of study:
reason: extension of another study
already included & inappropriate
outcome measure
n=2
Papers for critical appraisal
evidence-base chosen as most relevant
to clinical question
n=6

Figure 1. Process of selecting evidence for review (n = number of studies)
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